Questions are noted with red mark on draft; light pencil check in left margin of typed copy.

Chapter II

Comment:

HUGE (very large), not HUGH.

p3 P2 li 2 (tpt p4) fill in the blank.
Also, did I pick up the right section?

NOTE: The "other" Chapter II wrote out percent.
Do this chapter use %?
Should be consistent throughout.

p5 li 8 (tpt p6) last line of draft omitted — it was not clear whether in event.


p8 li 7 (tpt p12) Earlier references were written as GNP rather than G.N.P. I think.
(see typed copy of "other Ch. II, p14, li 13")

p9 li 4 from bottom (tpt p13) is "by" the... correct word here?... rather by the...

p12 li 13 (tpt p18) was this sentence in draft?

p14 P2 li 5 (tpt p21) feel in blank.

p16 P3 first sentence (tpt p22) something is missing — doesn't make sense.

p19 li 4-7 (tpt p25) first two sentences of p are somewhat unclear (to me, a non-economist).

OK

p20 li 8-9 (tpt p27) I'm confused as to meaning— was there a type that may have slipped by?

p2 li 3 (tpt p27) Shouldn't States in aid
I don't know by hyperlinked? (also the frame bottom)
p. 24 li 3 from bottom (tst p. 31) should "purchases" be "purchased"? yes

p. 36 li 10 (tst p. 42) should it be "investments depend" or "investment depends"?

p. 37 li 9 ff (tst p. 43) check the continuity. I'm not sure I picked it up correctly.

p. 40 li 11 (tst p. 47) sentence is not clear. Should the first word, "In," be deleted?

p. 43 last li 91 (tst p. 50) shouldn't it be "is unknown"?

p. 43 P. 2 li 1 (tst p. 50) how about changing to read: "Table 6 (p. ) exhibits the..."

p. 47 li 6 (tst p. 54) believe it should be a colon rather than semicolon—although you changed it from a colon. OK

p. 48 li 9 from bottom (tst p. 55) did you intend to say: "this constraint is not only on income..."?